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PREFACE 
This dissertation entitled "Use of Auxiliary Information in Sampling" is 
submitted to the Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India, for the partial 
fulfilment of the degree of Master of Philosophy in Statistics. It embodies 
literature survey work carried out by me in the Department of Statistics 
and Operations Research, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. 
This dissertation consists of five chapters. 
Chapter 1 deals with the basic ideas of sampling theory. It describes 
some basic concepts, and concerning results, which are relevant to the 
later chapters. 
Chapter 2 deals with the problem of optimum stratification. For stratified 
sampling to be efficient the strata should be as homogenous as possible 
with respect to the study variable. In this chapter we consider the problem 
of optimum stratification when the information on the auxiliary variable 
X is used to estimate the populations mean Y of study variable y using 
ratio and regression method of estimation. 
Chapter 3 deals with the problem of ratio estimate in successive 
sampling. In this chapter, successive sampling design is examined where 
a ratio estimate is used on the matched portion of the sample. A 
comparison is made between this estimate and one which uses a 
regression estimate on the matched portion. 
Chapter 4 deals with the problem of double sampling for ratio and 
regression estimator. In this chapter, proposed some ratio and regression 
estimators of the population mean using the Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) 
procedure is discussed. This procedure employs sub-sampling of the non-
respondents assuming that the population mean of the auxiliary character 
is known. 
Chapter 5 deals with the problem of post-stratification. Post-
stratification could refer to any method of data analysis which involves 
forming units into homogenous groups after observation of the sample. A 
particularly useful paper due to Shukla and Dubey on PSNR (Post 
Stratified Non Response) has been discussed in some detail. This paper 
takes into account the use of auxiliary information and suggests a new 
estimator under the PSNR sampling scheme. 
We have not discussed the programming approach in the body of the 
dissertation because we are not comfortable in the area of mathematical 
programming. We just wish to mention here that this is also a powerful 
tool for handling stratification problems with or without auxiliary 
variable. 
A comprehensive list of references, arranged in alphabetical order is also 
provided at the end of dissertation. 
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINERIES AND BASIC RESULTS 
1.1 Sample and Sampling 
Sample: Sample is a part or fraction of a population selected on some 
basis. Sample consists of a few items of a population. In principal a 
sample should be such that it is a true representative of the population. 
Sampling: Sampling is the manner or scheme through which the required 
number of units is selected in a sample from a population. 
1.2 Random or Probability Sampling 
Probability sampling is the scientific method of selecting samples 
according to some laws of chance in which each unit in the population 
has some definite pre-assigned probability of being selected in the 
sample. 
A sampling procedure which satisfies the following properties is termed 
as Random or Probability sampling: 
i) There are number of samples of specified types S\,S2,:.,Si^ that can 
be formed by grouping units of a given population, 
ii) Each possible sample 5",- is assigned a known probability of 
selection pi. 
iii) The sampling procedure is capable of selecting any one of the 
possible sample Sj with probability/>/. 
iv) The estimate constructed from any specific sample must be unique. 
1.3 Simple Random Sampling 
This is the method of selecting a sample of size n out of a finite 
population of size N in which each of the possible distinct samples has 
an equal chance of being selected is called simple random sampling. 
We may have two distinct types of simple random sampling as follows: 
i) Simple Random Sampling with Replacement (SRSWR) 
ii) Simple Random Sampling without Replacement (SRSWOR) 
In the following we give symbols, which are commonly used: 
Yj, value of the/ unit of the population 
th 
yj, value of the / unit of the sample 
N 
Y =^Yj, population total 
/=1 
1 ^ 
Y = — X ^"' population mean 
1 " 
y = — y]yi, sample mean 
/ =— , sampling fi-action 
2 1 ^ - 2 
S =——2^(Yj-Y) , population mean square 
^ ~ ^ i=\ 
2 ^ ^ -2 
s = -zl(yi~y) ' sample mean square 
n —1. 1 
N 
^'4i(^-^)'' N1 population variance i=l 
Symbols used in Sampling for Proportion 
N 
Y = Y.Yi=NP=A, 
/=1 
population total 
1 ^ A 
Y=-YYi--=P, population mean 
i=\ 1=1 
= P{\-P)=PQ., population variance 
N 
S^=-^Y{Yi-Pf=^— fN •2 »rn2 Y,Yi^-NP' 
1 2 NP NPQ 
(NP - NP ) = -7;—7(1 - P) = ^ ^ ^ , population mean square N-\ N-l N-\ 
Similarly, 
y = Yyi=np=a, 
i=l 
sample total 
_ 1 ^ a 
y=-2.yi=-=P' sample mean 
2 1 ^ . 2^ 1 
s = 
n-l T(yi-pr = 
( n 
i=\ n-l 
2 „„2 
V/=l 
1 . 7. np ,, - npq . 
= {np - np ) = —^— {\- p) = —^- ,^ sample mean square 
n-\ n-\ n-\ 
Now we give some well known results without proof: 
Theorem 1.3.1 In SRSWR, the sample mean y is an unbiased estimate 
of the population mean Y i.e. E (>;) = F , and its variance is 
V{y) = ^ S ^ =— . (1.3.1) 
nN n 
Theorem 1.3.2 In SRSWR, the sample mean square s is an unbiased 
2 . 2 2 
estimate of the population variance cr \.Q. E{s ) = <J -
N-\ 
\ N 
S\ 
Corollary 1.3.1 In SRSWR, the estimated population total Y=N y is an 
A 
unbiased estimate of the population total Y i.e. £(7) = Y, and its variance 
is 
V(Y) = ^^—^. (1.3.2) 
n 
Theorem 1.3.3 In SRSWR, the sample proportion p = — is an unbiased 
n 
A 
estimate of the population proportion P = — i.e. E(p) = P, and the 
variance of p is 
HP)^-^- (1.3.3) 
n 
Theorem 1.3.4 In SRSWOR, the sample mean y is an unbiased estimate 
of the population mean f i.e. E{y) = 7 , and its variance is 
V{y) fN-n^^2_(^ n c 2 _ n r^S^ 
nN 
5" = 
\n N J 
5" = ( ! - / ) — • (1-3.4) 
n 
2 
Theorem 1.3.5 In SRSWOR, the sample mean square s is an unbiased 
2 • 2 2 
estimate ofthe population mean square iS i.e. £'(5 ) = 5' . 
Corollary 1.3.2 In SRSWOR, the estimated population total Y = Ny is 
an unbiased estimate of the population total Y i.e. E{Y) = Y, and its 
variance is 
<j2 
V{Y) = N'^{\-f)~ . (1.3.5) 
Theorem 1.3.6 In SRSWOR, the sample proportion p = - is an unbiased 
n 
A 
estimate of the population proportion P = — i.e. E{p) = P, and the 
variance of p is 
K ( p ) = f ^ ] ^ . (1.3.6) 
Property: V{y) under SRSWOR is less than the V{y) under SRSWR, 
i.e. F(> )^ SRSWOR < K(>^ ) SRSWR 
N-n] 2 
^iy)SRSWOR = I —77- P < ^(y)SRSWR = [ nN J S^ 
Hence, SRSWOR provides more efficient estimator of Y relative to 
SRSWR. 
1.4 Stratified Random Sampling 
Apart from increasing the sample size, one possible way to estimate the 
population mean or total with greater precision is to divide the population 
in several groups (sub-population or classes, these sub-populations are 
non-overlapping and are called strata) each of which is more homogenous 
than the entire population and then draw a random sample of 
predetermined size from each one of the groups. The groups, into which 
the population is divided, are called strata or each group is called stratum. 
The whole procedure of dividing the population into the strata and then 
drawing a random sample from each of the strata is called stratified 
random sampling. 
The use of stratified sampling in sample survey needs the solution of the 
following three basic problems: 
i) The determination of the number of strata 
ii) The determination of the strata boundaries 
iii) The determination of the sizes of the samples to be selected from 
various strata. 
Let the population of size A'^  be divided into k strata of 
sizes N\,N2,..;Nj^. These strata are mutually exclusive (non-
k 
overlapping) such that Ni+N2+... + Nj^ =^Nj =N. 
i=\ 
For full benefit from stratification the sub-population sizes, 
Njii = 1,2,...,k), must be known. Furthermore, let a sample of sizes 
ni,n2,...,n/f-, be drawn (by the method of SRS) from each group (stratum) 
independently, the sample size within / stratum being«/, such that 
k 
/=1 
The suffix i denotes the stratum and j the unit within stratum. The 
following symbols all refer to stratum/. 
A'^ -^ , total number of units 
rtj , number of units in sample 
ft' fi = —^, sampling fraction in the stratum 
TV,-
wi=-^,Wi = —-, stratum weight 
n N 
yij^ value of the characteristic under study for the / 
unit 
Yi = ^ Yij , total based on Nj units (stratum total) 
7=1 
1 '^• 
Yi= — X-^y ' mean based on Nj units (stratum mean) 
th 
^i n 
1 -^ 
yi = — X-^y ' mean based on rij units (sample mean) 
"^  M 
1 ^i 
. 2 _ 1 ^^/,. ^^2 CTj = — ^{yij -Yj) , variance based on Nj units (stratum variance) 
^.- y=. 
1 ^ / 
Sj = ——- zL^yij ~ ^i) '"lean square based on A^^ units (stratum mean 
square) 
1 " / 
5j = z_kyii ~ yd •> sample mean square based on «/ units 
k ^i k _ 
7 = ^ ^yy = Yj^i^i' population total 
_ I k Nj k _ 
Y = — X S-^ /V ^ 2 ^ ' ^ ' ' O'^ r^^ ^^  population mean 
Yi= —- y\yii, estimated total 
"' 7=1 
The estimate of the population mean per unit, used in stratified sampling 
is denoted by y^t and is given by 
k k 
yst = \;i:^iyi=IWiYi, (1.4.1) 
^ /=1 /=1 
ygf is not, in general, the same as the mean y, 
_ 1 * _ 
where y-~^^tyi • 
"M 
both coincides if in every stratum — = —- = —^ = — or fi = f, 
n N Nj N 
that is if sampling fraction is the same for all strata. This stratification is 
known as stratification with proportional allocation of rii. 
Theorem 1.4.1 For stratified random sampling, without replacement, if in 
every stratum the sample estimate yf is an unbiased estimate of 
Yj,{i.e.E{yi) = Yj), and samples are drawn independently in different 
strata, then ygt is an unbiased estimate of the overall population mean Y, 
that is E(ysf) = Y, and its variance is 
We see that variance of y^i depends on S^ , the heterogeneity within 
the strata. Thus, if Sj are small (strata are homogeneous) then the 
stratified random sampling provides estimates with greater precision. 
Corollary 1.4.1 For stratified random sampling, without replacement, the 
estimated population total Yg( = Ny^( is an unbiased estimate of the 
population total Y i.e. EiY^t) = ^  > ^^^ ^^ ^ variance is 
V{yst) = T - - ^ NiW=I.^^'-^i^-fi) (1-4.3) 
Remarks: 
n- N-(a) If in every stratum — = —-, the variance of y^t reduces to 
n N 
n- N-(b) If in every stratum— = —^, and the variance of y^t in all strata have 
n N 
2 
the same value S , then the result reduces to 
V{yst) = -
n 
\(N-n\,2^,,r l - / c 2 
V A^  
SY.Wi=—-S\ since Yj^i=\ 
i=\ i=\ 
(c) If Ni are large as compared to «,• (that is if the sampling fractions /)• 
are negligible in all strata), then 
(i) V{y,,) = Y^^^ 
/=1 "'• 
Theorem 1.4.2 If stratified random sampling is with replacement, then 
y^f is an unbiased estimate of population mean 7 , that is£(_y^^) = Y, and 
its variance is 
V{yst) = i: 
^ Wi^Si^ (1.4.4) 
/=1 «/ 
Corollary 1.4.2 For stratified random sampling, with replacement, the 
estimated population total Yg( = A'^  y^i is an unbiased estimate of the 
population total Y i.e. E{Ygf) = Y , and its variance is 
k u/^c ^ k \T 2c 2 K(F,,) = iv V(^,,) = ^ 2 2 ? i A _ = j ; i^i^ 
/=1 "/ /=1 «/ 
(1.4.5) 
Theorem 1.4.3 If a simple random sample is taken within each stratum, 
then an unbiased estimate of Sj is Sj , and an unbiased estimate of 
variance y^t is given by 
Viyst) = v{yst)=i: 
kf I 1 ^ . . k w2^2 1 -J '^ W-s-
WiW=j:^^^^(i-fi) (1.4. /=i «/ 6) 
10 
1.5 Principal Reasons for Stratification 
The following points regarding stratification to be noted: 
1) To gain in precision, divide a heterogeneous population into strata 
in such a way that each stratum is internally homogeneous. 
2) To accommodate administrative convenience and or cost 
considerations, fieldwork is organized by strata, which usually 
results in saving in cost and effort. 
3) To obtain separate estimates for strata. 
4) We can accommodate different sampling plan in different strata. 
5) We can have data of known precision for certain subdivisions 
treating each subdivision as a "population" in its own right. 
6) There may be marked difference in sampling problems in different 
parts of the population. 
1.6 Allocation of Sample to Different Strata 
7\n important consideration is how to allocate a total sample size n 
among the k identified strata. There are three methods of allocation of 
sample sizes to different strata in a stratified random sampling. 
1.6.1 Equal Allocation 
If the strata are presumed to be of roughly equal size, and there is no 
additional information regarding the variability or distribution of the 
response in the strata, equal allocation to the strata is probably the best 
choice: 
11 
ni=y (1.6.1) 
k 
and its variance is 
Viyst)egual = - 1 ^ / ' ^ / ' " ^ Z ^ / ^ / ' (1-6-2) 
1.6.2 Proportional Allocation 
Tliis allocation generally known as proportional allocation was originally 
proposed by Bowley. When no other information except Nj, the total 
number of units in the / stratum, is available, the allocation of a given 
sample of size n to different strata is done in proportion to their sizes, i.e. 
in the / stratum rij oc A^^ or rij =JiNj, where A is the constant of 
proportionality, and 
k k 
f^ni=XYNi,ox A = ^ , => ni=^Ni=nWi (1.6.3) 
and its variance is 
(\ P^ 
-4E^V=i^S^-^/' V{yst)prop = — - L^iSi=-^2^WiSi^ (1.6.4) 
1.6.3 Optimum Allocation 
The formula for optimum allocation in various strata was derived by 
Tschuprow in (1923). Later J, Neyman derived them independently in 
(1934), That is why such an allocation is often termed Neyman-
Tschuprow allocation. In this method of allocation the sample sizes «/ in 
the respective strata are determined with a view to minimize V{yg() for a 
12 
specified cost of conducting the sample survey or to minimize the cost for 
a specified value of Viy^t) • 
The simplest cost function is of the form 
k 
Cost = C = CQ + ^Cjrij 
where the overhead cost CQ is constant and Cj is the average cost of 
surveying one unit in the i stratum, then 
k 
C -CQ = ^Cjnj = C'{say) (1.6.5) 
i=\ 
and, we know that 
Thus V(y„) + Yr^-Yr'^^-nsay) (1.6.6) 
, = 1 ^ i , = 1 "'• 
where C and F ' are the functions of «/. 
To determine «/ such that F(>*^ )^ is minimum and cost 
C= C{)->r ^Cj«j is fixed, consider the function 
i=\ 
^ fr.2c.2 k w.^^ 2 ^ 
/=1 "/ /=1 ^ i /=1 
where X is some unknown constant. 
13 
Using the calculus method of Lagrange multipliers, we select «/, and the 
constant A to minimize <!>. Differentiating <() with respect to «,, and 
equating to zero, we have 
• 2 o 2 d(l) ^ Wi Si ^, 1 WiSi 
—!- = 0 = L_J_ + yicj or «j=-7=—M- (1.6.7) 
WiSi NiSi 
rij oc — ^ or rii cc ——^ Ci yJCf 
This allocation is known as optimum allocation. 
Taking summation on both the sides of equation (1.7.7), we get-
i 1 4-WiSi 1 n 
M ' ^^l^[^i ^ j^WiSi 
i=\ -i'^i 
n^=_J^m = nJ^'^'^^ =n^^'^'^^ (1.6.8) 
/=l V /^ /=i /=i 
The total sample size n required for optimum the sample sizes within 
strata. The solution for the value of n depends on whether the sample is 
chosen to meet a specified total cost C or to give a specified variance V 
(i) If cost is fixed: Substitute the optimum values of «/ in cost equation 
(1.6.5) and solve for n as. 
14 
i=\ i=\ 
•=>n = 
(C-co)tWiSi/^ 
M 
k 
1=1 
(1.6.9) 
The value of «/ is obtained after substituting this value of n in equation 
(1.6.8), we get 
" ' • = ^ X 
{C-co)WiSi/^ 
" ^ • = k (1.6.10) 
V{ygf) under optimum allocation for fixed cost: 
Viyst)opt = Y. 
i=\ {C-CQ)WiSil4^i Ni 
Wi^Si^ 
k 
/=1 
Wi^Si^ 
( k \ 
{C-CQ)WiSil4^i 
15 
k 
i=\ 
( k 
V{yst)opt = 
(C-co)lS 
f k 
YWiSih WiSi^Ci NXN , WiSi 
(C-^O)IS Y^^iSi 
^ 1 ^ ' (1.6.11) 
2) If the variance is fixed: Substituting the optimum «/ from equation 
(1.6.8) in equation (1.6.6), we get 
it 
k k ,„2.2 * ^-z'Si^Sff-iSi/Vci 
/=1 
/=1 i=\ "'• /=1 nWjSj/^Cj 
f k 
« M 
H^iSi 
Thus n = /=1 
( k 
1 '^  
(1.6.12) 
and then the value of «/ is obtained by putting this value of n in equation 
(1.6.8) 
k ( k 
i=\ l/=l 
«/ = 
^ + Trt^iSl Z(^A/V^) N /=1 
k 
«/ = L=l 
1 '^  
(1.6.13) 
16 
Optimum Cost for fixed Variance: We know that C-co = ^ C;«/ , 
substituting the value of «/ from equation (1.7.13), we get 
(WiSil4^i)YWiSi^Ci 
i=\ 
v +—YJViS{ 
(k ( k 
i=\ 1 '^ 
v + — TWiSi 
1 ^ 
C = CQ + 
f k 
^/=1 
V + ~X^iSr^ N' /=1 
(1.6.14) 
Remark: 
An important special case arises if ci=c, that is, if the cost per unit is the 
k 
same in all the strata. The cost becomes C = CQ + ^Cjnj=CQ+cn, and 
optimum allocation for fixed cost reduces to optimum allocation for fixed 
sample size. In this case Viy^^) is minimized for a fixed total size of 
sample n if 
WiSi NiSi 
z=l /=1 
(1.6.15) 
17 
«/ oc WjSi or rij oc NjSj , 
this allocation is called the Neyman or Neyman-Schupure allocation. 
V{yst) under optimum allocation for fixed n: 
" • 1 1 
V{yst)opt = Z Z ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ' ^ Wj^Si^ 
k 
• I 
/=1 
k 
nWfSi 
( k \ 
2 o 2 r 1 ^ Wi'-sc -
K^U 
Wi^Si^ 
(k \ 1 (NA 
v{yst)opt = 
1 f k ^ 
n 
Note: If A^  is large, V{yst)opt reduces to V{yst)opt = 1 
n 
(1.6.16) 
( ^ 
v/=i J 
\2 
1.7 Ratio Estimate 
In the ratio method an auxiliary variate Xj, correlated with y^, is obtained 
for each unit in the sample. The population total X of the Xj must be 
known. In practice, Xj is often the value of yj at same previous time 
when a complete census was taken. The aim in this method is to obtain 
increased precision by taking advantage of the correlation between yj 
and Xj. At present we assume simple random sampling. 
The ratio estimate of Y, the population total of the y^, is 
18 
YR=^X = ^X (1.7.1) 
X X 
The ratio estimate of Y, the population mean of the yi is 
YR=^X (1.7.2) 
Notations 
yi'. Measurement ofthe main variable on the /^" unit of the population. 
xi : Measurement ofthe auxiliary variable on the / unit ofthe 
population. 
N 
Y='^yj, Population total of y 
i=\ 
.-. liL Y Y = — ^ yi = — , Population mean of y 
N-{' N 
N 
X = YjXi, Population total of x 
i=l 
- 1 ^ X 
X = — y X; = — , Population mean of x 
Y Y 
R = — = ^= , Ratio ofthe population totals or means of y and x 
X X 
Correlation coefficients between y and x in the population 
19 
y 
Theoreml.7.1 In SRSWOR, for large n,R = =z: is approximately 
JC 
unbiased for the population ratio R and has an approximate variance 
v{R)= ^'^ _^Y.iyi-R^if (1-7-3) 
n{N - \)X^ i=x 
Alternative Expressions Of V{R): 
(1) In Terms f Correlation Coefficient: 
The correlation coefficient p between y and jc is defined by 
A^  _ _ A^  _ _ 
ILiyt-YX^i-x) Y,{yi-Y){xi-X) 
i=\ ^ 1 ^ 
T.iyi-YfYixi-x)' ' ^ ^ 
I /=1 / = ! 
^ - i / = i 
OR 
^ _ _ 
Y.iyi-Y)i^i-x)={N-\)pSyS^ 
V{R)=^-^RhCyy + C^-2pCyC^] 
Sy S 
Where Cy = -^ and C-^ = -^ are the coefficient of variation of y and JC 
respectively. Thus Cyy and Qx ^^ ^ the square of the coefficient of 
variation and are also called relative variances. 
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(2) In Terms Of Covariance: 
The covariance of y and JC is defined by 
1 ^ 
Syx=Tr^ Hiyi - Y)i^i - ^ ) = pSy^x• Thus, 
V{R)=^—^R\Cyy+C,,-2Cy,] 
n 
where, Cyx is called relative covariance. 
1.8 Comparison of Ratio Estimate with Mean per Unit Estimate 
The conditions under which the ratio estimator is superior to the mean per 
unit will be worked out with a comparison of their variances. 
In SRSWOR, the variance of the mean per unit is given by 
1 1 9 1 - f 9 V{y) = {—-)S^ =^-Sl,md 
n N n •^ 
the variance of the mean based on the ratio method is given by 
Obviously ratio estimate 7^ ^ will more precise as compared to J' if and 
only K(f;j)<F(>?). So that 
^ - ^ [ 5 ^ +R^SI -2RpS^Sx]<^—^sl 
n -^ ^ n -^ 
R^sl<2pRSyS^ 
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p > — = — - Or 
^^x/x ... - . UcVix) 
Theorem 1.7.2 In simple random sampling, the bias of the ratio estimator 
X 
Theoreml.7.3 If yi,Xi is the pair of variates defined on every unit in the 
population and y,x are the corresponding means from a simple random 
sample of size n, then their covariance 
EG-f)(x-X) = ^ - ^ l ^ { y i -Y){xi -X). 
fiN N-\y^j 
Theoreinl.7.4 Show that the first approximation to the relative bias of 
the ratio estimator in the simple random sampling, WOR, is given by 
R nYX ^ n ^ 
whereCy = ^ , and C^ = ^ a r e the coefficients of variation of x and 
^ X y Y 
y, respectively, 
1.9 Optimum Property of Ratio Estimator 
With SRS from infinite population, the ratio estimate of the population 
mean Y is the best linear unbiased estimate if following two conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) The relation between x/ and ;;/is straight line through origin. 
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(2) The variance of yj about this Une is proportional to Xj. 
Proof: 
{\)E(yj) = E{yj/xi) = Bxj, under this condition, we can write the model 
yj = Bxj + ej, where E{ei) = £(e/ /xj) = 0. 
(2) Viyi) = ViBxj) + V{ei /xj) + Cov{Bxi, e^) 
= F'(ej/xj), covariance is zero, as Bx^ and e^ are 
independent 
= Axi 
=> V{yi) oc x/, if and only if F(e//x/) = y4x/. 
Let Z> = ^oCjyi is a linear estimate of B, then 
n n n 
E{b)=Yj0CiE{yi)=Y,0CiE{yilxi)=Y,cCiBxi 
i=\ i=\ i=\ 
n n 
= B^ajXi = B, if and only if ^cCjXi = 1 
/=1 i=\ 
Thus, the class b = ^a^yi is the class of linear unbiased estimator of B, 
if 2^/^/ =1-
/=1 
V(b) = V 
V/=l J i=\ i=\ i=\ 
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Now our problem is to find the estimate in the class of estimators 
n 
b=^ajyj, such that V(b) is minimum under the condition 
/=1 
n 
^ajXi= I.For this we shall use the Lagrange multipliers technique. 
i=\ 
Define the function 
(/> = V{b) + L{l-Y,iOCiXi)=AY,iafxi+A{l-J^.aiXi) 
n 
To get a/ 's such that V(b)is minimum, subject to condition ^ a / x / = 1 is 
same as to get or/'s such that ^ is minimum. Differentiate ^ with respect 
to aj and equate to zero, we get 
= 0 = 2A ajXj - Axj or 2A ajXi = Axj or aj = 
oai 2A 
But 
n ^ Ax 1 ] 1 
YaiXi=\ or y — - or — = :==^ — or ai=^=z—.forall/ 
n Hence, the estimator b is linear class b= Y^aiyi has minimum V{b) for 
/=1 
1 
a; = 
Thus, the best linear unbiased estimator of B is given by 
b = tajyj=^ = R 
i=\ Li^i 
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Now arranging the modal over the population, we get Y - BX, as b-R 
is the best linear unbiased estimate of B. Therefore, the best linear 
unbiased estimate of Y will htY = bX = RX, which is the ratio estimate 
o f f . 
1.10 Ratio Estimators in Stratified Sampling 
In stratified random sampling there are two ways of forming the ratio 
estimator of a population total. These give 
(i) Separate ratio estimator 
(ii) Combined ratio estimator 
(i) Separate Ratio Estimator: If yi and jc/ are sample mean computed 
from the I stratum, the ratio ^ are computed separately from each 
stratum and with the knowledge of population total Xj for the 
i stratum, we may define the estimator Y^g (s for separate) as 
YRs = i:^Xi (1.10.1) 
Theoreml.10.1 If an independent simple random sample is drawn in 
each stratum and sample sizes are large in all strata, then 
V{YR,) = Z ^ ' ^^~^^\sli+R,^sli-2RiPiSyiS^i) (1.10.2) 
Y Y-
where /?,• = -=^ = —^ and /?,• are the true ratio and the coefficient of 
X, Xi 
correlation, respectively in the / stratum. 
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Corollaryl.10.1 In stratified random sampling, WOR, almost unbiased 
estimator of V{Yjis) is given by 
where 5 ^ x/ stands for the estimated covariance in the /^ ^ stratum. 
(ii) Combined Ratio Estimator: If Xj is not known, but only X is 
known, and if Rj 's do not differ considerably from stratum to stratum and 
if nj's are large enough, one can use the combined ratio estimator Yj^ci^ 
for combined) for a sample from a stratified population as 
YR,=^ = ^ X, (1.10.4) 
where y^t = L-^yi =]7^^^' ^^^^st = 2 .^^ / "^^^st 
Theoreml.10.2 If the total sample size n is large and simple random 
sampling, WOR, is done in each stratum independently, then 7^^ is a 
consistent estimator and its 
nYRc)= T^' ^^ ^'\s]>i+sl -2RpiSyiS,i) (1.10.5) 
1=1 "i 
Corollaryl.10.2 In stratified random sampling, WOR, almost unbiased 
estimator of V{Y]i^) is given by 
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Where Sy^i stands for the estimated covariance in the / stratum. 
1.11 Regression Method of Estimation 
Like ratio estimators, Unear regression estimators also make use of 
auxiliary information (variable) that is correlated with under study 
variable for increasing precision. Ratio estimators often result in 
increased precision if the regression of under study variable (>") on 
auxiliary variable (x) is linear and passes through the origin i.e. when the 
regression equation of >- on jc \sy = bx. When the regression oi y on x 
is linear, the regression line does not pass through the origin. In such 
situations, it is better to use estimators based on linear regression. 
Let a SRS of size n has been obtained from a population of size A'^  and 
yi and x/ measured on each unit of the sample and the population mean 
X of the X variate is known. The regression estimators of the population 
mean Y and population total Y are given by 
yir=y + b{X-x) = y-b{x - X), and 4 = N\y + KX -3c)]. 
Where, Ir denotes linear regression, and b is an estimate of the 
regression coefficient 5 of j ^ on x in the population (an estimate of the 
change in y for a unit change inx). The rationale (belief) of this estimate 
is that if X is below average we should expect y also to be below 
average by an amount b{X - x) because of the regression of yi and x,-. 
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Watson, JD (1937) used a regression of leaf area on leaf weight to 
estimate the average area of the leaves on a plant. The procedure was to 
weight all the leaves on the plants. For a small sample of leaves, the area 
and the weight of each leaf were determined. The sample mean leaf area 
was than adjusted by means of regression on leaf weight. The point of the 
application is, of course, that the weight of a leaf can be found quickly 
but determination of its area is more time consuming. In another 
application described by Yates, Z (1960), an eye estimate of the volume 
of timber was made on each.of a population of 1/10 acre plots, and the 
actual timber volume was measured for a sample of plots. The regression 
estimates adjust the sample mean of the actual measurements on the rapid 
estimates. 
Theorem 1.11.1 In simple random sampling, WOR, in which bQ is a pre-
assigned constants, the linear regression estimate _y/^  =y + ^o (^ ~ ^ ) i^  
an unbiased estimate of Y with its variance 
(1.11.1) 
Theorem 1.11.2The value of b^ which minimizes F(J;/^)is 
BJ>^ 
s} 
SySx Sy (called the regression linear coefficient of y 
on X in the population) and the resulting minimum variance is 
Vramiyir)^-^Sl{\-ph (1.11.2) 
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1.12 Comparison of Linear Regression Estimate with Ratio and mean 
per unit estimate 
For large samples 
n •^ 
n 
V{yR) ^sl+B?-sl-2pRSyS^) 
V{yir) = ^—^sl{\-p^) 
n 
(1.12.1) 
(1.12.2) 
(1.12.3) 
From equation (1.12.1), and (1.12.3), it is clear that V{yij.)<V{ysr), 
unless /? = 0, in which case V{yij.) = Viy^j.) and the two estimates are 
equally precise. From equation (1.12.2), and (1.12.3), > /^^ will be precise 
than yji if and only if V{yiy.) < V{yji), thus 
S?;i\-p'^)<sl+R^S^-2pRSySxOr 
- p'^Sy <R^sl- IpRSySy., OY p^Sy + R^S^ - 2pRSyS^ > 0 or 
ipSy-Rs^y>o),oT 'yx 
y^y^x 
Sy -RSx >0 or 
V ^x 
—Sx -RSx 
y 
>0,or{B-RfSx>0 
J 
(1.12.4) 
Qx {B-R) > 0 . As the LHS of equation (1.12.4) is a perfect square. 
Thus we conclude that the linear regression estimate is always better than 
the ratio estimate expect when B = R, i.e. when B^R, then 
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yir=y + b{X-x) = y + ^ {X-x) = y + ^ X-y = RX = YR. 
X X 
This means that both the estimates Hnear regression and ratio have the 
same variance and this occurs only when the regression of >^  on x is a 
straight Hne passes through the origin. 
1.13 Regression Estimates in Stratified Sampling 
(i) Separate Regression Estimator: A separate regression estimator 
yifg (s for separate) in stratified sampUng may be defined as 
k k _ 
yirs = ll^i[y,+bi{Xi-Xi)] = H^tyiri (1-13.1) 
/=1 /=1 
— — — — th 
where yi^i = yi + bj (Xj - Xj) is the regression estimate for / stratum 
mean. 
This estimate is appropriate when it is thought that the true regression 
coefficients 5/vary fi*om stratum to stratum. 
Theoreml.13.1 If sampling is independent in different strata and sample 
size is large enough in each stratum, than >^ /;.^ is an almost unbiased 
estimator, and its approximate variance is given by 
V{yirs)=T ' ^' (Sli + bi^S^i -2biPiS,iS,i) (1.13.2) 
/=1 «/ 
CoroIIaryl.13.1 If bj =Bj, the true regression coefficient in stratum /. 
The minimum value of the variance may be written as 
^min(7/..)= i^^^^--^4(l-A') 
/ = 1 «/• 
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^^ELi^zM^SJ,-'-^) (1.13.3) 
/=1 "'• 4 
(ii) Combined Regression Estimator: A combined regression estimator 
yircic for combined) in stratified sampling may be defined as 
yirc=yst+bc{X-Xst) (1.13.4) 
k _ ^ _ 
Where 3^ 5^  = X^/>^/> ^st - 2 ^ / ^ / ^^ ^ ^^^ stratified sample means of 
y and JC variates, and 6^  is the pooled estimate obtained by 
k ni 
Tlliyij-WiXij-Xi) 
b, = ^-^^ 
Theoreml.13.2 If sampling is independent in different strata size is large 
enough in each stratum, the variance of yiy^. is given by 
V(yirc)=i: ' ^ ^'\sji +b^S^i-2bSy,i) (1.13.5) 
i=\ " / 
Corollaryl.13.2 The value of b that minimizes this variance is obtained 
by minimizing V{yi^^) with respect to b as 
db .^j rij 
= H~ -(bSxi - Syxi) 
i=\ "'• 
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.i^hzMsl.i^^hzMs.... 
/=1 «/ /=1 "^  
i=\ "/ 
9 • 
The quantity B^ is a weighted mean of the stratum regression coefficients 
5" . 
Bj = -^^ .If we write 
A: 
a. ^^^LIZMSI,th^n Be =^4 
«/• 
/=1 
l^(>^/rc)= S ^ ^ - ^ ^ - ^ ( 4 +5c^'^x/ -25,5^;c/) (1-13-6) 
/=1 «/ 
1.14 Bayesians Set-Up 
A celebrated result employed somewhere, is Bayes' theorem, named after 
an English clergyman-Sir Reverend Thomas Bayes. Bayes gave his result 
in 1763. This fundamental theorem has led to the development of 
Bayesian theory of statistical Inference, which naturally, finds 
applications in sampling theory as well. The Bayes' theorem, stated for 
the discrete case is as follows: 
Bayes' Theorem (Discrete Case): 
If the k events Bi,B2,...,Bj^ are mutually exclusive and exhaustive and 
A is another event, then the conditional probability 
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Y,P{A\Bi)P{Bi) 
/=1 
is called the Bayes' theorem. 
The event A corresponds to experimental outcome and the events Bi to 
states of the environment. The decision maker is usually given the 
probabilities P{A\Bi) of the experimental outcome A, given the 
statesBj. He assessed the probabilities P{Bi) of the states Bi in the 
light of the experimental outcome A .The probability P{A \ Bf) is termed 
likelihood which involves the additional information.4. The PiBj) is 
called the prior probability, and P(5/1 A) is called the posterior 
probability. 
Bayes Theorem (Continuous Case) 
Suppose that X ={Xi,X2,:;Xj^) is a vector of n observations and 
P{X\0) be the likelihood of X given 6, where 6 ={01,02,-A) is 
the vector of k parameters. Suppose also that 0 itself has a probability 
distribution P(^) . Then the conditional probability P(0 \ X) is given by 
lPiX\0).Pi0) 
e 
This is known as Bayes' theorem. 
P{0) is the prior distribution of 0 (that is the distribution assigned to 0 
by the decision maker prior to taking any observations). P{0 \ X) is the 
posterior distribution of 0 (that is the prior distribution as revised by the 
-^1 
decision maker through the Bayes theorem in the light of the observation 
taken). P(<91X) is the likeUhood of X. 
Now, we have that 
P{X) = E[P{X 1 (9)] = IP{X 10)P{0)d0 a constant (1.15.3) where E 
denotes the miathematical expectation. In this light Bayes theorem 
becomes 
PiO\X) = C.P{X\0)P{0) (1.14.3) 
Thus the denominator in the Bayes theorem is simply a normalizing 
constant necessary to ensure that the posterior distribution P{d \X) is a 
proper density function. That is, it is integrates to one. 
In other words, Bayes theorem states that the posterior distribution of 0 
is proportional to the product of the likelihood and the prior distribution 
of^. That is, 
P{0\X)ocP{X\0).Pi0) (1.14.4) 
The Bayesian posterior analysis and the Bayesian pre-posterior analysis 
will now be referred to simply as Bayesian analysis and pre-posterior 
analysis respectively. 
In the Bayesian analysis we base our decision after the experiment has 
actually or hypothetically been performed and its outcome observed. 
In pre-posterior analysis we take decision before performing the 
experiment actually or hypothetically. 
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CHAPTER-II 
CONSTRUCTION OF STRATA 
2.1 Introduction 
The basic consideration involved in the construction of strata is that the 
strata should be internally as homogenous as possible, that is stratum 
variances Sj^ are as small as possible. If the distribution of the study 
variable is available the strata would be created by cutting this 
distribution at suitable points. 
Given the number of strata, Dalenius and Gumey (1951) suggested that 
the strata boundaries be so determined that WjSj remain constant. 
Mahalanobis (1952) and Hansen, Hurwitz and Madow (1953) have 
suggested that strata boundaries be so determined that WjSi remain 
constant. Dalenius and Hodges (1959) have supported the work of 
Dalenius and Gumey (1951). 
Dalenius (1957) has worked out the best stratum boundaries under 
proportional and Neyman Allocation. Ekman (1959) has suggested 
approximation to complicated theoretical solutions. Cochran (1961) has 
examined the applications of these approximations through the empirical 
studies. Sethi (1963) has showed that the above suggestions fail to 
provide optimum strata boundaries for certain types of populations. He 
derived the solutions for optimum stratification points for certain 
populations. Again, Hess, Sethi and Bal Krishnan (1966) have applied 
these solutions to some empirical studies and made a comparison of 
various approximations. Singh and Sukhatme (1969) have suggested 
several approximate methods to obtain optimal points of stratification. 
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Singh and Sukhatme (1973) have suggested certain rules for obtaining 
optimal stratification points based on auxiliary information. Some others 
who worked out this problem are Singh (1977), Unnithan (1978), Yadav 
and Singh (1984) etc. 
2.2 Fixing the Optimum Stratum Boundaries 
The problem of determining the optimum stratum boundaries, when the 
main study variable is used as stratification variable and a stratified 
sample, using Neyman allocation (for a fixed total sample size) is adopted 
to estimate the population mean (or total). 
For a variable y the best characteristic is the frequency distribution of y 
itself. The next best is clearly the frequency distribution of some other 
quantity highly correlated with y .Given the number of strata, we derive 
below the equations, for determining the best stratum boundaries, under 
Neyman allocation. Though, we assume that strata are set up by using the 
value of y itself. 
Dalenius (1950) and Dalenius & Gumey (1951) have developed some 
rules for the division of the population into strata under proportional and 
optimum allocation. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that the 
population is infinite. Let the f(y) denote the frequency fiinction of the 
continuous study variable y , yQ<y<y}^ where yQ and yf^ are 
Imown real numbers and yo'^yk-
The problem of constructing k strata between yQ and yj^ can then be 
considered as the problem of determining the k-l stratification points 
y\,y2^—^yk-l such that the sampling variance of the stratified sample 
mean y^f is minimum. Where y^f is the usual estimator of the over all 
population mean Y . 
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Ignoring the finite population correction (f.p.c) the variance of y^.^ 
under Neyman allocation is given as 
viyst) = 1 
n 
( k \ 
(2.2.1) 
' 1 
Where Wi and Sf are the stratum weight (relative frequency) and 
stratum variance for the / - t h stratum; i = \,2,...,k respectively and n is 
the known fixed total sample size. In order to minimize V{ygt) it is 
k 
sufficient to minimize ^ ^ • 5 ' / only, because n is a known constant. 
/=1 
As the study variable y is assumed to be continuous, we have 
yi 
Wi= \mdt 
yi-\ 
(2.2.2) 
yi 
' yi-\ 
(2.2.3) 
Where }^=-i- \ t f{t) dt (2.2.4) 
is the stratum mean of the i stratum; / = 1,2,..., A:. 
Let y{^,yk be the smallest and largest values of y in the population. We 
have to find intermediate stratum boundaries y\y2^—^yk-\ such that 
^fc) = 1 
n 
( k \ 
v/=i 
(2.2.1) 
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is a minimum. It is sufficient to minimize, ^ f f / 5 / . Thus, since yi 
appears in this sum only in the terms WjSj and Wj+\Si+i, we have 
dyi dyi dyj 
Let f{y) be the frequency function of y, then 
yi 
Wi= \f{t)dt, 
yi-\ 
dyi 
I _ 
= fiyi) (2.2.5) 
Further, since 
yi 
J tfit)dt 
yi=Eiyi) = yi-\ 
yi 
J mdt 
yi-i 
and Si^=Eiyi^)-[E{yi)f 
We have 
yi-i 
\tmdt 
\yi^ , 
yi 
\mdt 
yi-\ 
(2.2.6) 
Differentiation of (2.2.6) gives. 
s/' 5 ^ ^ '^ •^ ' 5 ^ ^ ''^ ''''•'" ^ '^-^ '^^ '^  ^  ^ '^ (>''' 
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Add Sj dWj/dyj to the left side, and the equal quantity 5"/ /(>^,) to the 
right side. This gives, on dividing by 2 Sj, 
dyi ' dyi ' dyj 2 ' Sj 
Similarly we find 
dyi 2 ' Si+i 
Hence the calculus equations for yj are 
iyt-Yif+sf ^ (y^-Yi^^f+sl^ ^. ^ ^^ 2, .^^ _ 1) (2.2.7) 
These equations are ill adapted to practical computation, since both Yi 
and 5*/ depend on yf. To come over the difficulty, several quick 
approximate methods have been provided for, by several research 
workers on the field. One suggested by Dalenious and Hodges (1959) is 
given below: 
Let 
y 
yo 
If the strata are numerous and narrow, f{y) should be approximately 
constant (rectangular) within a given stratum. Hence, 
yt 
yi-i 
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s,-^(y/-j'M) 
yi 
Zi - Zi_i = \^)dt« ^{yi - yi.i) = Msay) (2.2.8) 
yi-i 
Where fi is the "constant" value of /(yf) in the stratum /. By putting 
these approximations, we find 
^TWiSi«Y.fi(yi -yi-\f«K^/ -^/-i)^ = S^/^ (2.2.9) 
/=i /=i /=i /=i 
Since (Z^ - Z Q ) is fixed, we have that sum on the right hand side of 
(2.2.9) is minimum when (Z/ - Z/.j) that is Af is a constant. 
Thus the rule is: 
G\wQnf{y), the rule is to form the cumulative of sjfiy) and choose the 
yj so that they create equal intervals on the cum^jf{y) scale. 
From (2.2.9) the rule is equivalent to making WiSi approximately 
constant. But with WiSi constant. Neyman allocation gives a constant 
sample size ni=nlk in all strata. 
Since the optimum is flat with respect to variations in the «/. Use of the 
cum^jf{y) rule, taking equal sample sizes in the resulting strata, is 
highly efficient. 
Remark: Among the other approximate rules suggested by Ayoma 
(1954) recommends to make strata of equal width yi -yi-\. Another 
device by Ekman (1959), is to make the quantity W^^yi -jFy-i) constant. 
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Cochran (1961) used these rules on a number of actual populations that 
are skew and found that the rule given by Dalenius and Hodges (1959) 
worked best. 
2.3 The Choice of Strata Boundary on the Basis of Auxiliary Variable 
when Proportional Allocation is Adopted 
The assumption that the stratification is done based on the value of y has 
only a theoretical aspect but not the practical one, hence unrealistic. In 
practice some other variable x is used which is correlated with y .Let 
f(x,y) be the joint probability density function of the variable jc and y. 
If proportional allocation is adopted, then the variance 
1 ^ 
^(ySt)prop = ~^^i'^i if-P'^ ignored) is to be minimized. 
"/=1 
l^ y{),y\,--.,yk-\ are the strata boundaries, 
Wi= I ldF(x,y) (2.3.1) 
1 * '^' }^ - = — J jx dF{x,y) (2.3.2) 
' -'^yt-i 
WiiSf+Yfy = \ \x^dF{x,y) (2.3.3) 
-°o>'/- l 
1 ^ 
We want to minimize -Yj^i^i with respect to yi hence differentiating, 
partially with respect to yi, yi_i and equating to zero. 
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we have 
^JSj Yj) ^ djSi+iYj+i) ^ Q (2.3.4) 
dyj dyi 
00 
Let \dF(,x,yi) = <P{yi) (2.3.5) 
—00 
^ =«>(y,-), ^ = -«>(ri) (2-3.6) 
00 
\xdF{x,yi) = (l>{yi)E{x\yi) (2.3.7) 
- 0 0 
00 
j:c2 JF(x,>;y) = (Z)(j,-) E{x^ I >^ ,) (2.3.8) 
- 0 0 
In the light of the above results we have 
dWY-
''''''' =(l>{yi)E{x\yi), dyt 
= -(l>{yi)E{x\yi) (2.3.9) 
and from (2.3.3) differentiating with respect to yi we have 
''^•«^-^-!)=£(,2|,,.) (,.3,0) 
dyi 
'+1^ ' '-^ = - Eix^ \ yi) (2.3.11) 
dyi+\ 
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= E{x^\yi)-Yi^</,iyi)-2Yi[<^{yi)-E{x\yi)-Yi^{yi)] (2.3.12) 
^^^^^±^^=-E{x^\yi)-Y;il^iyi)-2Yi^^^ 
dyi 
+ Yi^\<l>{yi)\ (2.3.13) 
from (2.3.12) and (2.3.13),we have 
E{x\yi)=^^i^ (2.3.14) 
the above equation (2.3.14) gives the criteria for choosing the best strata 
boundaries. 
2.4 Approximate Optimum Strata Boundaries for Ratio and 
Regression Estimator 
2.4.1 Preliminaries regarding Optimum Strata Boundaries for Ratio 
and Regression Estimator 
The problem of determining optimum strata boundaries was first 
considered by Dalenius (1950) and Hayashi et al. (1951). Singh and 
Sukhatme (1969 and 1973) considered the problem of determining 
optimum strata boundaries on auxiliary variable x for stratified simple 
random sampling and ratio and regression estimates respectively. In this 
paper, we propose an alternative method for determining AOSB for 
combined ratio and regression estimations. Let the population under 
consideration be divided into k strata and a stratified simple random 
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sample of size n be drawn from it, the sample size in the i^ strata being 
k 
rij so that ^ n / = n .S 
Combined Ratio Estimate 
The combined ratio estimate of the population mean Y with X as 
auxiliary variable is given by (in usual notations) 
yRC = 
( k \ I k 
(2.4.1) 
and the sample variance of yjic up to the first order of approximation is 
given by 
- lTzr2 /_2 o n _ , n 2 _ 2 V{yRc)= Zm^%H -^R^ixy + R^CTf,y,R=Y/X (2.4.2) 
/ = ! 
Combined Regression Estimate 
The combined regression estimate of the population mean Y and its 
sampling variance (upto the first order of approximation) in usual 
notations is given by 
ylc = ^^iyi+b X-YWixi 
And 
(2.4.3) 
V{yic)= TrirWH -^f^^^ixy + P'^^l) 
i=\ 
(2.4.4) 
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k 
where, b = i JL^J^^f^ixy • 
/=1 
lA'K'ix 
1A2 Optimum Allocation 
Now we consider allocating the sample optimally to different strata, 
when the total expected cost C of the survey is fixed. Since the variable 
X can also be treated as a size measure, we may assume that cost of 
observing study variable >» on a unit is a function of the value of the 
variable x for that unit. If c{x) is this function then expected cost for 
th 
observing «/ units in / stratum is «,7//c ? where ///^ is the expected value 
of c{x)m / s t ra tum (x/_i,jc/) under a marginal density function f{x) 
of theauxiliary variable x. 
The cost function can, therefore, be taken as 
k 
C = Co + X«, / / / c+K^) (2.4.5) 
i=\ 
where CQ is the overhead cost and y/{k) is the cost of constructing k 
strata with ^ (^1) = 0. 
For a given value of k if the variance expressions in (2.4.2) and (2.4.4) 
are minimized with respect to «/ subject to the condition (2.4.5), the 
optimum values of «/ for combined ratio reduces to 
{C-CQ-ii/{K)]ZiiUi, 
«/ = 1 (2.4.6) 
i=\ 
where, Z^, = afy - IRaj^y +R^CJI^ 
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which when substituted in (2.4.2) gives the minimal variance as 
V{yRc)= 1 [C-Co-Hk)] 2^'^i/^ic'^iy 
.i=\ 
(2.4.7) 
and the optimum values of rij for combined regression estimate reduces 
to 
«; = 
[C-Co-v/(k)]Liy^jc 
k 2 2 
/=1 
(2.4.8) 
where, L-y = cr/J, - 2j3c7ixy + P (JJX 
ny 'ly 
The substitution in (2.4.4) gives the minimal variance as 
V{yic) = 1 
k 
I 
./=1 
2J '^iMic^iy (2.4.9) [C-Co-Vx{k)] 
The expressions (2.4.7) and (2.4.9) reveal that the two variances are same 
except the constants R and fi. Thus for further discussion, we shall 
consider only the combined regression estimate with variance given by 
(2.4.9). The variance in (2.4.9) being a function of strata boundaries on 
variable x, can further be reduces by using optimum strata boundaries 
which correspond to minimum of V{yi^) with respect to these 
boundaries. 
CHAPTER-III 
THE USE OF A RATIO ESTIMATE IN SUCCESSIVE SAMPLING 
3.1 Introduction 
A task faced annually by the Canadian wildlife services is to obtain 
reliable estimates of the number of killed birds during the hunting season. 
Estimates are published for zones within each province. The information 
is obtained from the National Harvest Survey through a mail 
questionnaire sent to a stratified random sample of hunters selected from 
the list of Federal Migratory Game Bird Hunting Permit holders with 
ecological zones as strata. Because of high variability in kill among 
hunters it has been a difficult problem to obtain reliable estimates within 
available resources. 
Successive sampling has been discussed in some detail by Jensen [1942], 
Patterson [1950], Yates [1960], Cochran [1963], Hansen [1953] et al. Sen 
[1971] and others. Their discussions have, however, been confined to 
combining a regression estimate from the matched portion of sample with 
a mean per unit estimate based on current occasion. Because in many 
surveys with several levels of stratification computations involving 
regression estimates become relatively complex, we propose to 
investigate in this paper some theory of successive sampling using a ratio 
estimate and examine the efficiency of a simpler estimate obtained by 
giving equal weights to the estimates based on the matched and 
unmatched portions. 
3.2 Theory and Development of Various Methods of Estimating the 
mean on the second occasion 
3.2.1 Selection of the Sample 
Let a simple random sample of size ri be selected on the first occasion 
from a universe of size A^  and let its mean be x'. Let a simple random 
sample of size m be subsampled from the n' units. Let the mean on the 
first occasion of the sample of size m be Xf^ and on the second occasion 
yf„. In addition, let a simple random sample of size u be taken on the 
second occasion from the universe N-m left after omitting the m units. 
Let this mean be y^ (unmatched portion). Also let the total number of 
those sampled on the second occasion (m + u) is denoted by n. 
3.2.2 Summary of Notation Used 
Let «'(«)" total sample size on the first (second) occasion. 
m = sample size of those questioned on both occasions (matched 
sample). 
u'{u)= sample size of those questioned on the first (second) occasion 
only. 
u' = n'-m; u = n-m 
x'{y')=total sample mean on the first (second) occasion estimating^(7). 
^miym)"^ matched sample mean first (second) occasion estimatingZ(7). 
R = ^ estimating/? = i r 
Xfyj X 
^u(yu)~ unmatched sample mean on the first (second) occasion 
estimating ^ (F) . 
5'J(5y)= population variance on first (second) occasion. 
A = {Sx/X)/{Sy/Y), the ratio of the coefficient of variation of the first 
occasion to that on the second occasion. 
/? = population correlation coefficient. 
Z = A(2p-A) 
Z = m/n 
Assumptions 
(i) Within each year the expectations for the matched and unmatched 
sample means are equal, i.e, E{x^) = E(Xn) and 
E{ym)~^(yu)-^^^^^ h^® samples are random, the sample means 
will be unbiased estimators of the population mean for each 
occasion. 
(ii) The sampling fi-actions are small so that the matched and 
unmatched portions of the sample may be assumed to be 
independent and the finite population correction factor negligible. 
(iii) The standard deviations of >?^  and Xffi a re small compared to 
their respective expections. i.e. c r ( J ^ ) / £ ( J ^ ) « l and 
3.3 The Ratio Method of Estimation 
a) For an unstratified sample 
The matched (m units) and unmatched (w units) portions of the second 
occasion sample provide independent estimates (y^^j and y^) of the 
population mean on the second occasion (Y). For the matched portion an 
improved estimate, y^^ of Y may be obtained using a double sampling 
ratio estimate. Thus 
Applying the argument in section 12.8 of Cochran [1963] we obtain 
K ( ? „ ) = 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (3.3.1) 
An estimate of the variance may be obtained by replacing St and Z in 
(3.3.1) by their appropriate sample estimates. Since the mean per unit 
— 2 — ' 
estimate based on m units {ym) has variance Sy/m, y^ is more 
efficient than J'^ whenZ > 0. When A = 1 it is necessary that p > 0.5 if 
y^ is to be superior to y^ (Cochran [1953], p. 165). An estimate, y,. of 
the mean, Y, of the population on the second occasion is given by 
combining the two independent estimates, y^ and J;„ with weights w 
and (1 - w). Thus 
yr=yvy^ +i\-w)yj, (3.3.2) 
The best estimate of the mean Y on the second occasion is obtained by 
using the values of w in (3.3.2) that would minimizeK(J^^). Now 
Viy,) = wMy^) + il-wfv(yu) (3.3.3) 
Differentiating (3.3,3) with respect to w and equating to zero gives tiie 
value of w which minimizes V{yf.) whence 
^ ^ = 2wV{y^)- 2(1 - w)V{yJ = 0 
ow 
wV{yrr,) = il-w)Viyu) 
HViym) + nyu)] = nyu) 
w = 
viyu) 
V{ym)+V{yu) 
Also, V(yj^) is given by 
(3.3.4) 
V{yu) = SJ/u (3.3.5) 
Hence, substituting from (3.3.1) and (3.3.5) into (3.3.4) we obtain 
w = 
SJ/u 
^/_^^2fn'-u'Z^ 
u 
'y \ mn 
mn'S y 
{mn' + n'u - uu'z)Sy 
Put u = n-m and u' = n'-m 
mn 
mn' + n'{n -m)-{n- m){n' - m)Z 
I mn 
n 
w = 
\n J 
n 
nn' - Z{nn' - mn - mn + mm) 
n 
Put A = m/n and 0 = n'/n 
ex 
w = 6-z{e-X)(^-X) 
(3.3.6) 
Again substituting from (3.3.6), (3.3.5) and (3.3.1) into (3.3.3) we have 
V{yA = e^x^sjin'-u'z) s^r 
mn'{e-Z{e-X){\-X)Y " 
Gk 
9-Z{6-X){\-X) 
1 
{e-z{9-X){\-X)\ 
0^A^slin'-u'Z) si 
"^ —-+-^{o-z{o-z)ii-Z)y 
u 
'r 
mn 
{e-z{s-X){\-X)Y mn' u 
Put 9 = n'/na.nd X = m/n 
S^n' 1 
2 „4 {nn - Z{n' - m){n - /w)] n _ 
mn{n -u'Z) + -{n-m)^{n -Z{n -m)Y 
u 
Put u = n-m and u' = n' -m 
[nn - uu'Z] 
^ [mn'(n' - u'Z) + u{n' - u'zf] 
[nn' - uu'Z] 
-{n' - u'Z)[mn' + uri - uuZ\ 
[nn' - uu'Z] 
^ - ( « ' - u'Z)[n(m + u)~ uu'Z] 
[nn' - uu'Z] 
^ -in' - u'Z)[n'{m + n-m)- uu'Z] 
[nn' - uu'Z] 
^ - ( « ' - u'Z)[nn' - uu'Z] 
sliri-u'Z^ 
\nn -uuZ) 
(3.3.7) 
If, however, the estimate y' of the mean Y on the current occasion were 
based exclusively on the n sampling units for the second occasion its 
variance would be 
V{y') = 
n 
(3.3.8) 
The gain in precision, G^ of y^ over y' is given by 
Gx={V{y')-V{y)}IV{yr) 
Gy 
^y 
n •^ 
n -uZ \ 
^^nn' -uu'Z 
</ n'-u'Z ' 
\nn' -uu'Z, 
nn' - uu'Z - nn' + nu'Z 
nn' - nu'Z 
Ziurl - uu') 
nn -nuZ 
Put u = n-m and u' = n'-m 
_ Z[n{n' -m)- (n' - m){n - m)] 
nn - nZ{n' - m) 
n 
n ) -n 
21 n -m \r 
n J 
n-m 
\ n 
n 
n' (n'-m^ 
n n ) 
Put Q = n'/nand X-min 
_Z[ (^ -A) - (6 ' -A) ( l -A) ] 
e-Z{e-X) 
_Z(^-;L)[I-I+A] 
e-z{e-X) 
G\ zx{e-X) (3.3.9) 
e-z{e-X) 
Necessarily! < min(^,l) .\i 1 = 6 oxX = 0, the gain is zero. For other I 
there will be positive gain if /7>A/2 and loss if /?< A/2, as has been 
noted by Cochran [1963], i.e. Z > 0 will give positive gain.Gj increases 
with increasing 0 and increasing p and as A approaches p . 
Differentiating G\ with respect to X and equating to zero we obtain 
dX ~ [{0 - z(e - x)}(0 - IX) - zx{e - /i)]=o 
{6 - z{e - x)-\{e - IX)=zx{e - x) 
e-z{e-X)= zx{e-x) 
e-ix 
e=^^^~^Kzie-x) 
e^ 
e-ix 
zx(o-x) + z{o-x){e-2X) 
0= 
iO-lX) 
z{o-x)[x+e-2X] 
(0-2X) 
0=^ z(0-xr {0-2X) 
0^-20X = Z{0-Af 
0'^ - 20X = Z6»^  + ZA^  - 2Z0X 
0'^ -20x-z0'^ -z:i} + 2Z0x=o 
Add and subtract X we obtain 
0'^ ~20X-Z0'^ -Z^?- + 2Z0X-X^ +^?- =0 
0^i\-Z) + X^il-Z)-20X(l-Z)-X^=O 
(1 - Z)(<9 - Xf = X^ 
(1-
Vi-
• Z ) = 
-7 = 
X^ 
(0-Xf 
X 
0-X 
i0-Ji)^fh^ = A 
0^JV^ - Xyfl^ = A 
0yJ\-Z=Ji + A^\-Z 
^Vr^=;i(i+Vi^) 
;i = o^n-z 
i + V i - z 
Whence 
^opt = " i^n^ 
'^ vr ,^i 
i + V i - z 
if Z>0 
Oor^ i fZ<0 
Since Z > 0 implies J^Gi/fifi^<0, but Z<0 implies d^Gi/dA^>0 and 
the best value of /I is an extreme. Finally, when Z = 0, Gj is always 0 
and all values of Z are optimal. 
Estimates for quantities such as Jlf^pf ,w, G\,V{yf.), etc., can be obtained 
by replacing the population values on the right sides of the expressions by 
sample estimates from the appropriate year's sample. In the case of /L^pf 
one requires some idea of these values before selecting the sample and 
estimates of Sp, Y and hence R must be made from the previous year's 
sample (i.e. assume A = 1). p is harder to determine, but similar data or 
data from two consecutive previous years would provide a guide. 
When A = Z^pf, the variance of J?^  is given by 
From (3.3.7) 
Viy) = SJ[n'-u'Z] 
mi - Mw'Z 
Put u = n~m and u' = n' -m 
s];[n'~Z{n'-m)] 
nri - Z{n - m){n' - m) 
nS y 
«; _ J«^-m^ 
n n ) 
n 
ri (n-m\(n'-m\ 
n \ n ) \ n ) 
Put 6 = n'In and /l = m/n 
si[o - z{0 - ;i)] 
n[O-Z(l-X)i0-A,)] (3.3.11a) 
From (3.3.11), we obtain 
e-z e- (9Vr^ 
i + VT-z 
n e-z 
r, ^VTTz Y^ e^Ix^ \ 
1- i + V i - z 
e-
i + VHTz 
e+e^\-z-ze-ze4i^+ze4]^ 
i + VTTz 
n (9-Z 1 + V T ^ - 6 > v i ^ Y^^+(9vrrz - ^ V T ^ Y i + V i - z 1 + V i - z 
she+0yf[^ - Z9){\ + Vi-z) 
n{e+^(1 - z ) + I Q 4 \ ^ - ze{\ + Vi-z - M-z ) ] 
^( '^rCopO) 
5V[2(9(1 - Z) + le^ll-Z - Z6yl\-Z] 
n[20{\ - z)+le^fT^ - ze4v^ + Z6'^  VT^] 
From (3.3.1 la), we get 
K(;^) = ^^ ^ ^ ^— 
^ n[0-Z(l-A)(0-A)] 
Put ylopt=\' ^® obtain 
^iyriopt)) 
S}[0-Z{0-1)] 
" [^- (1-1X^-1) ] 
Si{0-Z0 + Z) 
-^y 
n0 
_sjr 
n 
1-Z + 
V 
zy 
0 
Viyriopt)) {10{\ - Z) + 20yfl^ - Z0y/l-Z] 
«[20(\ -z)+26'vr^ - z0^v^+z0^ v r ^ ] 
if^^;<l 
5^r 
n 
1 - Z -
V ^ 
'^^Kpt=\ 
The gain in precision over a mean per unit estimate when X = /lo„. is 
opt 
When /lop/ < 1 
n(max)' 
v(y')-v(yr(opn) 
^(yr(opt)) 
c<2. 
Oy i 
n 
^y 
n 
2e{\-
Sy [26'(1 - Z) + 2^Vl - Z - Z0^Jl - Z ] 
« [2(9(1 - Z ) + 2<9Vl-Z -Z0-sll-Z+Z0^yl\-Z] 
26'(1 - Z) + 2(9Vl - Z - Z^Vl - Z 
_26 ' (1 -Z) + 2 ^ V 1 - Z - Z 5 ' A / 1 - Z + Z ^ ^ V 1 - Z 
•Z) + 2^Vl-Z-Z^Vl-Z+Z<9^Vl-Z-26 ' ( l --Z) 
2e{\ - z )+ lOyl i^ - z^V(i-z) 
20yir^ - ze^Ji^ 
2^ (1 - Z) + 2<9Vr^ - Z6>V(1-Z) 
Z0^4i^ 
20{\ - Z) + 2^Vrrz - Z04\^ 
z^^VTTz 
<9Vl-Z(2Vl-Z + 2-Z) 
z^ * 
2VPZ+1 + (1-Z) 
Z/? 
(1+vr^)^ 
when /lop^ =i, we obtain 
1-Z + 
« V 
Z^ 
_e-e+ze-z 
e-ze+z 
_ z{e-\) 
e-z{e-\) 
ZB 
z{e-\) if ^opt=\ 
e-zio-x) 
b) For a stratified sample: 
In a stratified random design the estimator of the overall mean is given by 
y„=Y.»ih (3-3.12) 
Where or/ is the weight of the / stratum and yi is the sample mean of 
th 
the / stratum. 
If a double sampling design is applied then the yi in (3.3,12) are 
replaced by double sampling estimators of the mean, y^i and thus the 
overall mean becomes 
yrst=Y.^iyri (3.3.13) 
It may happen that double sampling is not possible in some strata. An 
example of this is the National Harvest Survey where there are two 
obvious strata- (1) Those hunters who did not buy a Federal Migratory 
Game Bird Hunting Permit in the previous year (the first occasion) and 
were thus non-hunters, and (2) Those who did buy. Clearly, group 2 leads 
itself to double sampling whereas group 1 does not since it was not part 
of the universe on the first occasion. Hence, (3.3.13) will be a 
combination of double and single sample means. 
To determine the best sample allocation for a given total sample size 
i 
can be minimized and hence the sample sizes for each stratum can be 
determined. In practice this is a very laborious procedure and the 
accuracy with which the necessary parameters can be estimated may not 
justify this. 
Alternatively, sample sizes within strata can be determined by 
minimizing V{ys(), i.e. allocating the sample between strata so as to 
obtain the optimum stratified random sample estimator. Then, within 
each stratum, a portion of the sample could be matched using the 
estimated/l^p^. In this case, the gain of y^^t over y^f is 
r nyst)-nyrst) 
(jr^f = : 
' Viyrst) 
i:cc}v{yi)~Y.cc}v{yri) 
2T//r. HocfViyri) 
i \ VJyri) ) 
l^Myri) 
i 
Y.cctV{yri)G^ 
._J 
i:<^}v{y,i) 
I 
Where G/ =[V{yi)-V{yj.i)]/V{yri) is the gain in the i^^ stratum. If the 
i^'^ stratum was not amenable to double sampling, then y^i = yi and 
hence G/ = 0. 
3.4 Comparison of Ratio and Regression Estimates 
An estimate which has been more fully discussed in the literature is the 
regression estimate given by (3.1) of Patterson [1950]. A regression 
estimate of the mean from the matched portion is combined with the 
mean from the unmatched portion with weights chosen to minimize its 
variance (y^gg). 
yreg -
t + u 
Where 
t n m 
The variance of y^-^g is then 
nn-p uu 
The gain in precision of regression estimate over the ratio estimate is 
^ ^ W{0 - ;i)ip^ - Z) 
{e-z{e-x){\-x)}{e-p^{e-X)} 
G2 is generally small expect where A is large. For fixed A the advantage 
of using a regression estimate decreases to zero as p approaches A. This 
is also true if tlie regression estimate using its optimum matched portion 
(A) is compared to the ratio estimate using its optimum matched portion. 
Generally, the optimum portion to match for the regression estimate is not 
the same as that for the ratio estimate. 
CHAPTER-IV 
DOUBLE SAMPLING 
4.1 Double Sampling for Ratio Estimator: 
In many situations, the population mean of auxiliary variable X is not 
known and the ratio estimator can not be used to estimate the population 
mean Y of study variable. In such situations, the procedure is to use the 
method of double sampling, which consists of drawing a first sample of 
size n' by simple random sampling and only auxiliary variable is 
measured to estimate the population mean X and then a sub-sample of 
size n from ri is drawn and both auxiliary and main variables are 
measured to estimate the mean of the under study variable. The ratio 
estimate of the population mean Y in double sampling is defined as 
X 
where y , and x are sub-sample means of main and auxiliary variables 
respectively, and x' is the mean of auxiliary variable in the first sample. 
To find the approximate variance, write 
: ^X-Y\^{X'-X) = 
\x ) X 
'I 
\x X-RX + ^ {x'-X) J X 
y — 
= —{y-Rx) + ^ {x'-X) 
X X 
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X y 
Suppose n is sufficiently large, so that^;- = 1, and 3 = R, then 
X X 
yRd-Y = (y-Rx) + R{x'-X) (4.1.1) 
Two cases may arise: 
Casel: The first and second samples are independent, then the terms in 
the RHS of equation (4.1.1) are also independent, and we have 
v[yRd -Y] = viyRd) = ny -Rx) + R^X' - x) 
= V{y) + R^V{x) - 2RCov{x,y) + R^V{x') 
J ^ nN ) y { nN ) "^ { nN 
After ignoring fyc, Viyj^^) reduces to 
V(y^^) = ^ + R^^-2R^ + R^^ 
n n n n' 
S,^ + /?^ S 
nN 'X 
S^y+R^S^-2RSy, R^sl 
+ 
n n' 
n n' 
WhQrQ,V = s];+R'^S^-2RSyxand V' = R^S^ 
Case 2: When the second sample is a random sub-sample of the first 
sample, and we have 
nyRd -y]=v(yRd)=n [^ 2 (yRd - n]+^i [^ 2 (yRd - n] 
Consider 
65 
EiiyRd -Y) = E2(y-Rx) + RE2ix'-X) = y'-Rx = y -Y JOT 
large «'. 
And 
V2(yRd-y) = V2iy-R^) + R^2ix-X) = V2{y-Rx) 
Define a variate 
di=yi-Rxi, i = \,2,...,n' 
_ 1 « I n 
d='Y.di=-Y{yi-Rxi) = y-Rx and 
«/=l «/=l 
1 1 
r ( J ) = S'^^=V2iy-Rx) 
yn n J 
Therefore, 
V{yM) = V\iy'-y) + E^ 
,« n') ^ 
l-l>^fi-l>.(5?) 
n NJ •^ \n n J " 
1 n^ 2 n n 
U' N, s; + \n n ) 
1 Mol fl 1 
v-^f^^ .2 . „2o2 yn n ) •^ ^ 
Oy Oy-\-K O^ —2RSyy- Sy +R S y- — 2RS yjr 
n' n n 
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n n 
n n' 
Where, V = sl+R^sl- IRSy^, and V = 2RSyx - R^sl 
4.2 Double Sampling for Regression Estimator: 
Suppose, the population is infinite and relation between yi and xi is 
linear giving by the model 
yi=Y + B{Xi-X) + eia (4.2.1) 
Where e/^ is a random variable with E{ei(^ /xj) = 0, and 
V{eia) = E{ei^ Ixif = S^ = ^ S ^ 
Let first large sample of size n' is drawn and only auxiliary variable x/ is 
measured to estimated. In the second phase, a sample of size n is drawn 
and both x/ and yi are measured. 
Regression estimate of population mean Y in double sampling is defined 
by 
yird=y + b{x'-x) (4.2.2) 
Where, b is the least square estimate of B given by 
lLiyi-y){xi-x) 
b=^ r -
67 
Averaging equation (4.2.1) over the sample 
y = Y+Bix-X) + e (4.2.3) 
£(e) = 0, V{e) = -S^ 
n 
From equation (4.2.1) and (4.2.3), we have 
y^~y = B{xi -x) + eia - e, substituting this in b 
^ ^ Y,{B{xi -x) + (g/Q, - e)}{xi - x) 
Yixj-x) 
= B + ^ ^ — 
2-1 ^icc v^/ ^) 
B + -^ —^, as 2 ; e (x / -x ) = 0 (4.2.4) 
From relation (4.2.2) 
yird-Y = B(x-X) + e + B + 2^^ia\^i x) 
^\2 Z(^/-^) ( j c ' - j c ) 
= B{x-X) + e + Zj^iaK^i X) 
z,\2 
_ Z(^/-^) + B{x'-x) 
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= e + 
(x' - xy^eiaixj - x) 
^a Y,ixi-x) 
+ B{x' - X) (4.2.5) 
Now, using the technique of regression theory, taking expectation of both 
sides keeping the value x,- fixed in both the samples 
E{yird -Y) = B{x' - J ) , as E{e) = 0, £(e/« /x/) = 0, from (4.2.1) 
Therefore, under the condition of that xis are fixed >^ /^ ^ is bias estimate 
off. 
Ve{yird) = V,{yi,d-Y) + {biasf 
= V{e) + ix' - xf ^(^/Q^)^^^/ ^) +B^(x'-Xf 
Y,{xj-x) 
7 2 7 
In regression theory Sg =Sy{l- p ) 
Ve(yird) = Sl{l-p^) 1 (x'-xy 
." Z(^/-^r. + 5(3c'-X)2 
To find V(yif.^) i.e., variance of yi^d overall possible values of Xj's in 
two samples. 
2/1 _2 
^(J^/rc/) = £[^e(>^/rc/)] = '5v( l - /^^) 
1 ( 3 c ' - 3 c ) ^ 
^ N 2 r Z(^ /-^ ) + B^E{x'-Xf 
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4.3 Double Sampling for Ratio and Regression Estimation with Sub 
Sampling of Non-Respondents 
4.3.1 Preliminaries regarding Double Sampling for Ratio and 
Regression Estimation with Sub Sampling of Non-Respondents 
In many human surveys, information is in most cases not obtained from 
all the units in the survey even after some call-backs. An estimate 
obtained from such incomplete data may be misleading especially when 
the respondents differ from the non-respondents because the estimate can 
be biased. Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) proposed a technique for adjusting 
for non-response to address the bias problem. Their idea is to take a sub-
sample from the non-respondents to get an estimate for the subpopulation 
represented by the non-respondents. 
Cochran (1977), using Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) procedure, proposed 
the ratio and regression estimators of the population mean of the study 
variable in which information on the auxiliary variable is obtained from 
all the sample units, while some sample units failed to supply information 
on the study variable. In addition, the population mean of the auxiliary 
variable is known. Here we assume that the population mean of the 
auxiliary variable is not known. We, therefore, use the double sampling 
method to estimate the mean of the auxiliary variable and then go on to 
estimate the mean of the study variable in a similar manner as Cochran 
(1977). 
In practice, non-response is often compensated for by weighting 
adjustment (Oh and Scheuren 1983) or by imputation (Kalton and 
Karsprzyk 1986). The procedures used for weighting adjustment and 
imputation strive for elimination of the bias due to non-response. 
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However, those procedures are based on untenable assumptions on the 
response mechanism. When the assumed mechanism is wrong, then the 
resulting estimate can be seriously biased. Moreover, it is difficult to 
eliminate the bias entirely when non-response is confounded in the sense 
that the response probability is dependent on the survey character. 
Rancourt, Lee, and Samdal (1994) provided a partial correction for the 
situation. Hansen and Hurwitz's sub-sampling approach does not have 
this defect although it costs more because of extra work required for sub-
sampling the non-respondents. Nonetheless, if the bias problem is serious, 
the procedure is viable options to address the problem without resorting 
to 100 percent response, which can be very expensive. 
In the next section, double sampling ratio and regression estimators are 
considered. Generally, the double sampling procedure is used when it is 
necessary to make use of auxiliary information to improve the precision 
of an estimate but the population distribution of the auxiliary information 
is not known. The first phase sample is used to estimate the population 
distribution of the auxiliary variable, while the second phase sample is 
used to obtain the required information on the variable of main interest. 
The optimum sampling fi-actions are derived for the estimators for a fixed 
cost. The performances of the proposed estimators are compared both 
theoretically and empirically with the Hansen and Hurwitz estimator. 
4.3.2 The Double Sampling for Ratio and Regression Estimators in 
the presence of Non-response 
4.3.2.1 Background 
To estimate the population mean X of the auxiliary variable, a large first 
phase sample of size n' is selected fi-om N units in the population by 
simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR). A smaller 
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second phase sample of size n is selected from n' by SRS WOR and the 
character y is measured on it. The ratio estimator of the mean of y is 
y'r = iy/^)^'» where x' is the sample mean from n' units, y and x 
are obtained from the second phase sample if there is no non-response in 
the second phase sample. If, however, there is non-response in the second 
phase sample, we may use an estimator obtained from only the 
respondents or take a sub-sample of the non-respondents and re-contact 
them. The former option is much cheaper than the latter because securing 
missing information from the non-respondents by re-contact requires 
usually much more effort and cost. However, it is quite feasible that the 
non-respondents differ significantly in the main character from the 
respondents so that a serious bias results. In this situation, sub-sampling 
of the non-respondents may be beneficial. Hence, we pursue the sub-
sampling idea of Hansen and Hurwitz for a double sampling situation. 
Basically, the estimators proposed here are double sampling version of 
Cochran (1977, page 374), that is, double sampling ratio and regression 
estimators for Y adjusted for non-response by using the Hansen and 
Hurwitz (1946) procedure. 
Let us assume that all the n' units supplied information on the auxiliary 
variable x at the first phase. But let n^  units supply information on y and 
«2 refuse to respond at the second phase. From the «2 non-respondents, 
an SRS WOR of m units is selected with the inverse sampling rate k, 
where m = n2/k, k>l. All the m units respond this time around. This can 
be applied in a household survey where the household size is used as an 
auxiliary variable for the estimation of, say, family expenditure. 
Information can be obtained completely on the family size during the 
household listing while there may be non-response on the household 
expenditure. 
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In the following presentation, we assume that the whole population 
(denoted by^ ) is satisfied into two strata: one is the stratum (denoted 
hyAi) of Ni units, which would respond on the first call at the second 
phase and the other stratum (denoted by ^ 2) consists of A'^ 2 ^^ i^^ s which 
would not respond on the first call at the second phase but will respond 
on the second call. Let the first and second phase samples be denoted by 
a' and a respectively, and let aj =af]Ai and ^2 = ^ H ^2 • The sub-
sample of ^2 will be denoted by a2/M • Summation over the units in a set 
s will be denoted by ^ ^ . 
4.3.2.2 The Double Sampling Ratio Estimator in the presence of Non-
response 
We define the double sampling ratio estimator as follows: 
_ * 
X 
Where x and y are the Hansen-Hurwitz estimators for X and Y, 
respectively, and are given by 
u* =wiUi+W2U2m, u = x,y (4.3.2) 
According to the general rule, we define Wj=Nj/N and 
Wj =nj In J = \or 2. Sample statistics obtained fi-om aim ^ e^ 
subscripted by ''2m'\{e.g.,U2m={^lm)Y M,);those from ai are 
" 2 7 W 
subscripted by " 1 " , {e.g., wj = (l/«i)2«,«/)» and those for the first phase 
sample a will be superscripted by a prime {e.g., x' = ( l / « ' )2 ,Xj). 
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A large sample first order approximation to the variance of y nj* ^ 
obtained by using the Taylor linearization, is given by 
^^yRd*^ = \~~YTry ^\ > ^f "^  '^ 2r (4-3.3) 
Where, 
Oi. — o-i^+rv ijjj Z/^o -^ , 
sir = sly + R^Sl, - 1RS2^, (4.3.4) 
— — 2 2 
R is the population ratio of Y to X. S^ and 52^ are, respectively, the 
variance for the stratum of non-respondents of the variable u. S^ and 
S2xy are the covariance for the whole population and the population of 
non-respondents respectively. 
The variance of y * can be approximately estimated by 
where. 
^y = ~i{^a, yf+*Ia,„ ;',^  - "^*'+-2(,_„,2^ 
^r = ^ | Z < , , ( ) ' / - ' • % j +*Z„2^(y,- - ' -•x,f jand 
^2r~Ia,„(v/-'-%F 
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Note that Sy is an unbiased estimator of 5^ .It seems natural to use S^ 
to estimate S^: since the expression obtained from Sf. by replacmg r 
with R isa. consistent estimator of S^ . The same argument can be used 
to justify the use of S2r • 
An alternative estimator of ^(y ,*)can be obtained by replacing S-
Rd 
^2 
and ^2^ with 
S^ =81+ r*^S'} - lr*Sly and 
sir = Slmy + r*^sl^ - lr*S2mxy, (4.3.7) 
respectively, in (4.3.5), where. 
•^  m-\ "2/w « - 1 'S?mv = 7 > . 
2 1 \ - / - \2 
«2 - 1 "2 
and 5;jy is as in (4.3.9). This alternative estimator is likely to have a 
smaller variance than the estimator in (4.3.5) since the estimators s'} 
2 
and S2x are based on larger samples and therefore more precise. 
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4.4.2.3 The Double Sampling Regression Estimator in the presence of 
Non-response 
We define the regression estimator by 
y^^^.=f+P\x'-x*) (4.3.8) 
Where p* is an estimator of P = S^ISy.. There could be several 
choices for P , but a natural choice would be given by (5 =s^/sx , 
where 
Sxy = -—^[I^a, ""lyi + ^ Sa2 , /^>^ / " " ^ 
and 
s? =^i^a,^hki:a,J-"^']- (4.3.9) 
It is easy to show that s*^ and 5* are unbiased for S^y and S^ 
respectively. An approximate variance of y, • is given as 
^^^.'^--[^•-^YAl-^M^^'^^i (-..0) 
\n n ) n 
Where 5^  and s\^ are obtained from (4.3.4) by replacing R with p. 
To estimate V{y *) we can use the following formula: 
n n n 
Where, 
'l-irka,(y^-y'^^ -^Y.a,^yi-y'f\^ 
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4 = — 7 l a . (yi-yi)^ 
^' m-l "2/w 
And 
yt=y!-^*{xi-x*). (4.3.12) 
Like (2.7), a slightly improved estimator of V{y. ») can be obtained by 
using 
and 
S2l=sLy+^*Mx-^^*S2mxy (4-3.13) 
4.3 Choice of Sampling Fractions 
We shall now deduce the optimum k, n and n' that minimize the 
variances of the proposed estimators for a specified cost, or that minimize 
the cost for a specified variance. 
Let's consider a cost function for yj.,* given by 
C = cV + c« + q«i+C2/W (4.4.1) 
Where the c's are the costs per unit defined as follows: 
c': the unit cost associated with the first phase sample, a'; 
c : the unit cost of the first attempt on y with the second phase sample, 
a 
c\: the unit cost for processing the respondent data on y at the first 
attempt in a\; 
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C2: the unit cost associated with the sub-sample, aim ^^ ^2 • 
Since the value of nj is not known until the first attempt is made, the 
expected cost will be used in the minimization. 
The expected cost is given by 
E{C) =C*= c'n' +1 c + qwi + ^ ^ ^ k (4.4.2) 
V k J 
The optimum value of ^, « and w'that minimize the variance of y^.,* 
for a fixed cost C are obtained by using Langrange multiplier. The 
optimum values thus obtained are: 
k = '''2 
KQ — sl{c + c^W^) 
« 0 
n'o 
D4G 
y^si-
and 
-s^ 
(4.4.3) 
Where 
A = s'j:+W2{ko-\)slr, 
G = c + cxWx + ^2-2. and 
KQ 
I fwe le t r = C2/(c + qfri), 5 = s'j: Islr 2iVid ^ = 5^/5^^ then we have 
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ko=M^-Wi), 
C*^\ + W2{ko-\)/S 
rin = , == , and 
n' = C*.JJ^ 
' c'4^\ + ^ Gc'{\ + W2ik,-\)/S}' 
The optimum values n^ and n[, are proportional to the expected cost, 
C . To get the optimum values of k, n and n' that, minimize V{y *) 
2 2 
we simply substitute S,. and S2r in the above expression in (4.4.3) with 
2 2 
S^ and 52^,respectively. 
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CHAPTER-V 
POST-STRATIFICATION 
5.1 Introduction: 
In most applications of stratified sampling, the prior knowledge of strata 
sizes, strata fi-ames and possible variability within stratum are essential 
requirements. In practical situations, strata sizes are known but lists of 
stratum units are hard to get. Moreover stratum fi-ames may be incomplete. 
So one cannot apply stratified sampling for estimating the population 
parameters. When such type of situation occurs it is used the post-
stratification technique is used. Post-stratification means stratification afl:er 
selection of the sample. The technique consists in selecting a random sample 
from the entire population and classifying units later according to their 
representation from different stratums or weights. Usually we only have 
estimates of the weights based on administrative records, previous census 
results. 
The post-stratification, discussed by Hansen, Hurwitz and Madow (1953). 
Jager et al. (1985), advocated that with respect to relevant criteria, it may 
improve upon the estimation strategy subsequently over the sample mean or 
ratio estimator. Silva and Skinner (1995) used the technique of post-
stratification for estimating distribution fiinction with auxiliary information. 
Shukla and Trivedi (2001, 2006), Shukla et al. (2002) derived methodologies 
for parameter estimation in sampling under post-stratification. 
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The mixture of post-stratification and non-response is due to Zhang (1999) 
who has obtained some results regarding the effect of post-stratification 
while handling binary survey data subject to non-response. Shukla and 
Dubey (2001) proposed PSNR (Post Stratified Non Response) sampling 
scheme for dealing with non-response. 
5.2 The Basic Results: 
The basic results of post-stratification in case of simple random sampling 
(SRS) are given below: 
If an SRS of size n is drawn from a population of size A'^ , then it is known 
that the unweighted sample mean 
ys=-Tyi (5-2.1) 
is an unbiased estimator of the population mean 
N I 
/=] 
with sampling variance 
1 ^ 
Y=-llyi (5.2.2) 
n 
V(y),={--^y (3.2.3) 
n N J \' 
where S^ =-^T(y] -Y? 
If we have an auxiliary variable X which classifies the sample into k 
N-groups with known weights tVf=—^,i = 1,2,..., A: then the formation of these 
A'' 
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groups is called post-stratification. Let the post-stratified data be yjj with 
i = \,2,...,k and y =1,2,...,«/ with post-stratum means given by 
r , -= - !> - ( , • (3.2.4) 
Then the post-stratified estimator 3;^ ^ of the population mean 
Y = J:tyij^^ = t^iYi (3-2.5) 
/=l7=l /=1 
where 
7=1 
is given by 
k 
yps=llWiyi (3.2.6) 
/ = 1 
Properties of ypg 
We refer to stratified sampling as the conditional distribution, where we 
condition on the configuration vector 
n =(«i,«2v..,«A:) (5.2.7) 
of the achieved allocation to the strata. If we average over all possible values 
of n then we obtain the unconditional distribution, which is SRS. 
Conditioning on n and using standard results from stratified sampling we 
have 
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k 
i=\ 
= Z^iYi=Y (5.2.8) 
So yps is conditionally unbiased. It then follows that since Y is constant it 
is also unconditionally unbiased. If we now consider the unweighted mean 
y^, we have 
k 
i=\ 
where w,- =nj/n, and conditionally 
k 
E{ys\^) = i:^iyi (5-2.9) 
^Y 
unless wi = Wi, where i = \,l,...,k. So an estimator y^ which is unbiased 
under SRS is biased under the conditional stratified sampling fi-amework. 
In addition to the bias, the distributional fi-amework also embraces the 
sampling variance. For the conditional distribution, given n, we have 
k 
, I B^ 1 — > 1/1/ 
' ps 
f 
V{yps\n) =Z^i' - - ^ W (5.2.10) 
where 
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1 ^i 
2 1 ' Si = Mizi^y^-^y 
since the conditional distribution given n is equivalent to independent SRS 
within strata. 
The unconditional variance is 
k J f ^\ 1 ^ 
v{yns) = i:Wi E 1 
/=i V v«/y 
j_ sf 
«f--^li^/'5?+-VE(l-^-)5? (5.2.11) 
The first term is the variance of a proportionally allocated stratified sample 
while the second term is often small. Thus, on average, the gains from post-
stratification are asserted to be about the same as those of a proportionally 
allocated stratified sample. Since in social surveys these gains tend to be 
rather small, the value of post-stratification has often been questioned. 
However, major gains can be obtained in institutional and business surveys, 
and it is here that post-stratification is widely employed. 
Hoh & Smith(1979) show that, on average, these statements can be very 
misleading for inference. By considering the coverage properties of both the 
conditional and unconditional confidence intervals, they show that the 
conditional intervals obtained using yps and V(ypg \ n) in equation (5.2.10) 
are reasonable for any configuration n. On the other hand, the unconditional 
intervals based on yp^ and V(ypg) in equation (5.2.3) do not contain Y 
with the correct fi-equency for most configurations. On average, they give 
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the right coverage but conditionally they are inadequate. Since once the 
sample is drawn the configuration n is known, it seems appropriate to make 
inferences which give adequate coverage conditional on n. 
5.3 Efficient Estimation in Post Stratified Non Response Sampling 
Scheme Using Auxiliary Information 
The non-response in the mail surveys is a kind of incompleteness that occurs 
when respondents do not reply through their mails and the sample remains 
incomplete. In the set-up of stratified sampling, when stratum sizes are 
unknown, the post stratification is a useful strategy (see, Cochran (1999), 
Mukhopadhyay (1999) etc.). The non-response in surveys could be handled 
by various techniques and methodologies [see Lessler and Kalsbeek (1992), 
Grover and Couper (1998), Khare (1987) and Khot (1994)] and one of them 
is the imputation of available data as described by Hinde and Chambers 
(1991). 
Let a population of size A'^  be divided into k strata. The size of the 
k k 
i - th strata be A^ ,-, (/ = \,2,-,k), such that TWi= Y ^ = 1. 
j=i 1=1 
In the following we give symbols, which are commonly used-
Nj : Number of respondents (RS) in / - th strata. 
A '^ : Number of non respondents (NRS) in / - th strata. 
Y/ : Population mean of / - th strata for response group (R) for Y. 
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Yf : Population mean of / - th strata for non-response group (NR) for Y. 
_ k _ 
Y : Population mean for 7 , i.e. Y ^YJ^i^i• 
S\iY: Population mean square in / - th strata for response group (/?) for Y 
SjiY ' Population mean square in / - th strata for non-response group (NR) 
f o r r . 
C\iY: Coefficient of variation in / - th strata for response group (R) for Y. 
C2iY: Coefficient of variation in / - th strata for non-response group (NR) 
for r . 
We assume X an auxiliary variable, correlated withF. 
Xj : Population mean in i-th strata for response group (R) of X. 
XJ : Population mean in i-th strata for non-response group (NR) of X. 
2 
S\ix ' Populations mean squre in / - th strata for response group (R) forX. 
2 
S2ix '• Population mean square in / - th strata for non-response group (NR) 
forX. 
Cijx : Coefficient of variation in / - th strata for response group forX. 
^2iX • Coefficient of variation in / - th strata for non-response group for Z . 
Pi : Correlation coefficient for response group (between X- and Y-). 
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Pi : Correlation coefficient for non-response group (between X" and Y"). 
Y' 
R'j : Ratio in / - thstrata for response group, i.e. Rj=^. 
n Y-Rf : Ratio in / - th strata for non-response group, i.e. RJ - -^ 
We note that A^,- = A^ - + A '^ and «/ = n\ + n". 
5.4 Post Stratified Non-Response (PSNR) Sampling Scheme With 
Auxiliary Variable: 
PSNR sampling scheme is described into following steps: 
Step I: Select a sample of size n by SRS WOR from the population A'^  and 
f k \ 
post-stratified into k strata, such that «/ units represent to Ni Z«/=" 
v/= 
An auxiliary source of information (other thanX) may be used for this 
purpose. 
Step II: Mail questionnaires to all the random «,• units for response over the 
variable Y under study and wait until a deadline. If possible complete 
k 
response occurs, J;,- is sample mean from / - th strata and y - («)~^ J^w/ yj. 
Step III: Assume that non-response observed when the deadline of returning 
questionnaire is over, and there are «|- respondent, nj non-respondents in 
the /• - th strata («/ + n- =nf). The y- is mean of responding n- units for the 
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Y and x'j is mean of corresponding «,' units over auxiliary variableX. 
Y-
Moreover, /?,- = —^ is the true ratio in the stratum / and it is assumed that 
^ / 
respondents for Y must have responded for X also among n}. 
Step IV: From non-responding «", select sub-samples of size n]' by 
SRSWOR, maintaining a prefixed fi-action /)• = over all the k strata. 
Step V: Conduct a personal interview for nf units and assume all these 
responded well during that period over Y and X both. The y" is the mean 
based on nf and xj' is the corresponding mean of X. 
5.5 The Proposed Estimator: 
The proposed estimation strategy is 
yrPSNR = Z ^ i 
/=1 V«/V V«/V 
where rPSNR stands for "ratio post-stratified non-response", ylf. is the ratio 
estimate for mean of responding units of i-th strata in stratified random 
sampling [i.e. yir=^X-] and y",. is the ratio estimate for mean based on 
nf units in stratified random sampling [i.e. yf^ - 4^ Xj], where X'j and Xj 
Xj is assumed to be known. 
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Theorem 5.5.1: yrPSNR is biased for Y and the approximate amount of 
bias is 
Bias{yrPSNR) = Yj^i i^ f.' f ^ - " l Ni) ' \ Nn ) iC\iX - Pi C\ix CxiY ) 
+z^ -
1 ,{N-n){\-Wi)\ -
+ 
nWi n^{N-\)W{ Yf {fi-\){Ciix-PiC2ixC2iY) 
Remark 5.5.1: 
We use some standard results in the proof of above expression 
i) E «,- N' -n'- 2 
i i )£ 
\ 
/ 
«; 
N- -
__L Y" 
Ni '' 
iii) E ^ 1 ^ 
v«/y 
1 ^(Ar-„)( i -^ . ) 
«^- rp-iN-\)wl 
Theorem5.5.2: The approximate expression of variance of yrPSNR ^^ 
nyrPSNR) = ll^>' 
i=\ 
( { \\\f M<!\ 1 
v«/y 
P^ 
V«/V 
)^-( i -^) (N-n\ 
Nl U - i K 
\ Nn J 
Bl+h + fN-n^ 
y Nn J C'i n N >2/y 
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where 
A- = [Sly+R?sl^ -2p^RiS2iyS2ix] 
^i = [^Uy + ^ / ^\ix ~'2Pi^i^\iy^lix] 
^i = i^lix - Pi^2iy^2ix)' 
5.6 Cost Analysis: 
Cost analysis is incorporated to estimate the optimal sample size, consider 
/•-///stratum-based approach by assuming cost Co/,Ci/,C2/ varying over 
all k strata, 
CQI : cost of «/ units of the / - th stratum. 
C\i : cost of collecting, editing and processing per n'j units in the 
/ - th strata of response class. 
C2/ : cost of personal interview and processing per nj units in the 
i - th strata for non-response class. 
The z-th stratum has total cost 
Q = [Co/«/ + Ci,«; + C2,«n (5.6.1) 
Total cost over k strata 
k k 
Tc = Z Q = B Q «/+Q «;•+C2 «ri 
i=\ i=\ 
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n N^ E(Tc) = \i^\T\CoNi+C,Nl+C2^ 
N /=1 
To get optimum fj, Xj and n, define a function Lj, with lagrange 
mulitiplier Xj and pre-fixed level of variance Kg/ 
Lf = [expected cost of / - thstrata] + Xi[V{yf.psjsjR)i - f^ o/l 
U-
( n\ 
KNJ 
CoiNi+CiiN}+C2i 
\fi) 
+ A; 
r r,^^^ 
v««yy 
ifi-^Ui 
^o 
+ Xi\E- Wiil-Wi) 
V«/V ^•'M'^Y 
1_1 
^liy - ^ • % (5.6.2) 
On differentiating (5.6.2) with respect to fj, A,-and n, we get three 
equations. 
Differentiating with respect to / } , we get 
n 
'N 
92L 
f? NJ + •^ 
^ 1 YA^,"^ 
\"ij K^iJ 
A = 0 (5.6.3) 
To simplify the expression further, we shall use approximation 
TV- A^" A''-
— = — = —^ = fF-
Ni Ni N ' 
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or Zi = (nC2iWi) ' 7 (l^ 
-1 
(5.6.4) 
Secondly, differentiating (5.6.2) with respect to A,-, we get 
r i M 
v«/y j 
t/;-ik' + £ ^O 
V«/V 
W,(l-Wi)\ 
Nn ' ^ 
fN-n^y\f\ O 
y Nn J C\ \n N) ^2iy - % = 0 (5.6.5) 
Thirdly, differentiating (5.6.2) with respect to n, and neglecting the terms of 
order « , we get 
W- (h 
fi V« 
rn 
V«/V 
+ 
N{\-Wi) 
n^{N-\)wl 
\Wi{fi-\)A\ 
f ^.\ 
^ 
\rp- J 
f ^ \ 
IE 1 1^ N{\-Wi) 
K^iJ rp-{N-\)W^ 
'Wi{\-Wi)[sly+B?) = 0 (5.6.6) 
Putting the value of Xj from (5.6.4) in (5.6.6), we get 
hifi -hifi+hi=o 
r 1 A 
or fi = 
\^hi, 
hi±^l2i-^hihi 
(5.6.7) 
(5.6.8) 
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where 
hi^iCoi^i + CuWi), l2i=\C2iWi-
E{l/ni) 
hi = 
^C^iatW^ C2iWiGi ^ 
E{\lni) E{\/ni)A] 
, ai = E ^ P 
v«/y 2 ' 
Gi = 2E\ — 
n 
+ • 
Ni^-Wi) 
I J rP-{N-\)w/'\ 
w,{\-wi S2iy + B\ 
n 
The positive value of fj will occur if the condition /2/ >{hihi) holds. On 
substituting the standard values of E 
obtained from the following equation: 
' l ^ 
v«iy 
in (5.6.5), «optimum can be 
n^VQj-nEi-Fi=0, (5.6.9) 
where 
Ei = 
Pi {\-Wi)Pi {\-Wi)Pi Qi 
2"' ^i~ ^~ Wi {N - \)Wi W- W,-
Qi = Wii^-WiiB'i+sly), Pi = Wi{fi-l)Al 
This equation gives the optimum («op/)/ using / ) from (5.6.9) along with a 
suitable choice of FQ/ . 
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